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 Well, brethren, it’s that special time of year again.  Last Sunday marked the sixth anniversary of my first sermon as 
preacher for the Margaret St. church of Christ.  The past year has certainly been one of the more eventful of my time here.  
Since this time last year, I personally have had to deal with the death of my mother and the birth of my son, and all the 
attendant stress.  This church as a whole has finished one controversy about the eldership, elected to consolidate Sunday 
worship services, seen the eldership dissolve, and ventured into the brave new world of business meetings.  That’s in 
addition to a larger than normal number of Christians dying, moving, or falling away.  It has certainly been a tumultuous 
year, and it is my hope that in the next twelve months, we will get out of crisis mode and get back to making progress. 
 However, in order for us to do that, we need to re-orient ourselves as a congregation.  We need to get back to 
who we are as a church, and to who we are as individual Christians.  Only as we figure out who and where we are can we 
figure out what we should do.  Let’s go through this process of self-evaluation as we look forward and back in 2012. 
 
Learning Who We Are. 
 The first thing we must do as part of this process is to learn who we are.  In this, we must remember to 
CONSIDER OURSELVES FIRST.  Paul speaks to the importance of this in Galatians 6:4-5.  This reminds me of 
something that Lauren learned in one of her psychology classes recently.  Whenever we fail, we attribute that to external 
factors.  For example, we say to ourselves, “I didn’t go to the Bible study last week because my boss asked me to work 
extra hours, and I didn’t have time.”  On the other hand, when we see someone else fail, we attribute that to internal 
factors.  For example, we say, “Fred didn’t go to the Bible study last week because he is a lazy hypocrite.”  Usually, the 
truth is somewhere in between, but we will give ourselves the benefit of the doubt and refuse to extend it to others. 
 If we are not mindful of this tendency in ourselves, it will lead us to focus on the shortcomings of others instead 
of on our own shortcomings.  After all, Fred’s the lazy hypocrite, and I’m the innocent victim of circumstances, so that 
means that Fred is the one who needs to get his act together spiritually, while I don’t have to change anything about 
myself.  Because none of us are perfect, Fred probably does have things he could improve on, but so do I.  So do all of us.  
What’s more, we can’t change Fred.  We can only change ourselves.  We need to look to our own improvement first. 
 Second, we must USE THE RIGHT STANDARD.  Jesus tells us what the standard must be in John 17:17.  
This is one of the other problems associated with paying too much attention to the shortcomings of others.  I’ve already 
decided that Fred is way down there spiritually, and I’m way up here spiritually.  I have already started comparing myself 
to this truly awful person I imagine Fred to be, and Awful Fred makes a wonderful standard of comparison, at least if my 
purpose is to justify myself.  Sure, I know that I don’t treat my wife like I should.  Sure, I know that I ought to be 
spending more time telling others about Jesus.  But at least I’m not a lazy hypocrite like Fred is!  As long as I don’t sink to 
the same level of lazy-hypocritehood as Awful Fred, which can’t happen as long as I’m the judge, I don’t have to change. 
 The point is, friends, that any one of us can justify ourselves, as long as we only compare ourselves to our biased 
conceptions of other Christians.  However, when we start comparing ourselves to the word, self-justification gets harder.  
If the word is my standard, all of a sudden, I’m not measuring myself against Fred any longer.  I’m measuring myself 
against Jesus, and not even Jesus’ worst enemies could find a charge to bring against Him!  Jesus gave everything He had 
to God’s service, even His own life, and until I do the same (which none of us do), I can’t measure up.  Only when we 
take Jesus and His word for our standard can we identify the areas where we need to improve. 
 Third, we must BE HONEST.  Look at James 1:26.  The specific example that James cites here is a brother with 
a mouth problem.  However, this Christian deceives himself into believing that he’s a good guy.  The result is that he 
renders himself spiritually useless to God.  This text applies equally to any spiritual problem we have that leads us to lie to 
ourselves.  Self-deception can work in any number of ways.  We can read a passage that condemns our conduct and say, 
“What I’m doing isn’t really what that Scripture is talking about.”  We can excuse ourselves on the basis of our special 
circumstance and think, “God wouldn’t expect me to give as I have prospered if He knew the bills I have coming in!”   

We can even return to our trusty standby, Awful Fred.  Another useful psychological concept here is the concept 
of projection.  That is to say, we attribute to others the flaws and shortcomings we ourselves possess but don’t want to 
acknowledge.  Here’s how this works:  Deep in my heart, I know that I have overcommitted myself to doing everything 
but serving God.  I look over at Fred, and I see that he appears to have a similar problem.  What do I do?  I turn my guilt 
at my own failure into anger at Fred’s failure.  I attribute all of the ungodliness I find in my own heart to him, and I really 
rake him over the coals, not because he is different from me, but because he is so much alike.  The truth is that what we 
see in others often reveals more about who we ourselves are.  We can’t please God unless we admit the truth. 

  Once we have been honest with ourselves about our situation, we must ACT.  James points out the necessity of 
this just a verse up, in James 1:25.  We do have to look into the perfect mirror of the word.  We do have to be honest 
about what we see there.  However, if we stop with mere honesty, the only result will be that we make ourselves feel 



guilty.  I’ve known plenty of Christians who appear to take a perverse enjoyment from being stuck in a guilt trap.  Perhaps 
the problem there is it’s easier to feel guilty than it is to improve.  Even if we don’t like where we are spiritually, we fear 
change and its cost.  We fear the unknown more than we fear God.  Sometimes, brethren, the only cure for the disease is 
to act without thinking about it.  We’re feeling guilty about not reaching out more to struggling Christians?  Great!  Just as 
soon as services are over, pick up the phone and call one.  Don’t overthink it.  Don’t what-if it.  Just do it. 

Finally, if we want to achieve lasting spiritual growth, we must PERSEVERE.  Solomon remarks on this in 
Ecclesiastes 7:8.  One of the most beautiful words in the English language is the word “done”, and it is one of the hardest 
to come by.  Any of us can resolve to study the Bible more, or spend more time with our families, or help our co-worker 
to become a Christian.  Just about any of us can pursue that goal for a week.  After that, our involvement tends to trail off 
dramatically.  We’re good with beginnings.  We’re not so good with endings.  Actual spiritual change requires a tedious 
amount of introspection.  It requires an equally tedious amount of reminding ourselves to do the same thing, to think the 
same thing, over and over again, until we become someone better than we were.  What is more, once we’ve succeeded, 
that only leads us into the next spiritual challenge.  However, only this kind of dedication can make us more like Christ. 
 
The Devotion of Christ 
 Clearly, it is a daunting task for any of us to become more godly.  However, we have help in this crucial endeavor.  
We can learn from the example of Christ.  Jesus wasn’t only the sacrifice for our sins.  He was also the most faithful 
follower of God who ever lived.  If we share His heart, we will also share His reward. 
 The first and biggest key to Jesus’ success was that He LOVED GOD MORE.  He encourages His followers to 
do the same in Matthew 10:37-39.  Everything that Jesus did, He did first and last for the love of the Father.  Pleasing 
God was His only concern.  No exceptions.  About 20 years ago, a rock singer named Meat Loaf came out with a song 
called, “I’d Do Anything for Love, but I Won’t Do That”.  To this day, I don’t know what “that” is.  In the case of Jesus, 
the “that” wouldn’t have been relevant, because there was no “but”.  He proved that there was nothing He would not do 
for love of God.  Our problem is that we have a lengthy list of that’s.  Sure, we sing that we surrender all to Jesus, but 
when God gets down to specific things that He wants us to surrender, we start saying “Nu-unh!  That one’s mine!”  
Perhaps there’s some pleasure that we know is wrong that we don’t want to abandon.  Perhaps there is some good work 
that we are too apathetic or frightened to begin.  Perhaps we simply don’t want to live a life in which Christ is the first 
priority.  The only antidote for those attitudes is love.  It’s one thing to feel duty-bound to serve God.  It’s another to love 
Him, and too many Christians confuse duty with love.  Love means obeying not because God commands us, but because 
He wants us to, and we want to please Him.  No matter how much we love other things, we must love God more. 
 As a natural consequence of His great love for God, Jesus PRAYED frequently.  We see one example of this 
pattern of behavior in Mark 6:46.  It’s important for us to remember prayer in the midst of a sermon like this.  After all, 
we’re talking about how we should do this, and we should do this, and we should do this, and that can give rise to the 
impression that spiritual growth is something that we accomplish unaided.  Nothing could be further from the truth.  It is 
true that we should work on all these things, but we cannot achieve any of our spiritual goals without God’s help.  Jesus 
knew this, and He showed His understanding in the diligence with which He prayed.  All of us know that Jesus lived a 
sinless life when He was on the earth, but I’m not sure that we give as much consideration to why He lived a sinless life.  
We dismiss the entire subject by thinking, “Well, Jesus was just better.”  He was better, but that’s not all there was to it.  
Instead, He told His disciples repeatedly that He could accomplish nothing on His own.  Jesus needed God’s help like we 
do.  He remained perfect because He was wise enough to seek that help whenever He needed it.  We should do the same. 
 Jesus also KEPT THE GOAL IN MIND.  This is clear from His words in Luke 13:32.  Jesus never thought of 
His ministry as a time of indefinite duration.  Instead, He knew that His time on earth was limited.  There were lots of 
good activities that Jesus pursued during His time on earth.  It was right for Him to teach His disciples.  It was right for 
Him to rebut the enemies of the gospel.  However, Jesus never confused those things with the goal.  He was there to die 
on the cross, and even if dying on the cross meant that He wouldn’t be able to preach that one last sermon or have that 
one last argument with the Pharisees, those were things that He had to give up.  The goal was more important. 
 We need to have the same kind of goal-centered life.  Our goal is to be like Jesus.  There are other good things 
that we can do with our lives.  It’s good for us to work.  It’s good for us to spend time with our families.  However, when 
those things interfere with learning about Jesus or working to become like Him, we need to put the goal first. 
 Fourth, Jesus REJECTED DISTRACTIONS.  We see a striking example of this in Mark 8:32-33.  Peter is one 
of Jesus’ closest friends on earth.  He loved Jesus, and Jesus loved him.  When Jesus reveals to His disciples that He is 
going to be killed, Peter is upset by this and protests to Jesus.  However, Jesus calls this dear friend the devil and tells him 
to get behind Him.  Jesus’ task was important and difficult enough that He couldn’t allow even Peter to divert Him.  

 Just as Jesus had friends and loved ones, so do we.  Sadly, just as Jesus’ friends and loved ones sometimes 
interfered with His goal, our friends and loved ones sometimes interfere with ours.  In some cases, this is obvious.  There 
are Christians here who have spouses who make no secret about being hostile to the gospel.  In some cases, this is not so 



obvious, as when a family member who is nominally a Christian poisons our mind about a brother in Christ.  
Alternatively, they might agree in general terms that God is most important, while insisting that right now, this baseball 
game or this family picnic is most important.  We need to have the wisdom to recognize these distractions when they 
appear and have the courage and the love to put God first while preserving our relationship with our loved ones.   

However, despite His single-minded focus, Jesus still DID GOOD.  This is famously reported by Peter in Acts 
10:38.  It is true that Jesus came to seek and save the lost, but as He had opportunity, He still used His gifts to relieve the 
suffering of others.  I’ve said this before, but let me say it again.  As a church, we recognize that the Scripture does not 
permit us to engage in helping needy people who are not Christians.  However, as individuals, we are under no such 
restriction.  It is true that we are first to do good to those who are of the household of faith, but this obligation extends to 
all men.  God has laid on each one of us the responsibility to care first for our brother, and then, if our brother doesn’t 
need help, to care for our neighbor.  Let’s be like Him, and actively seek out opportunities in our lives to do good. 

Clearly, striving to be like Jesus is a daunting challenge, but it’s one that we must undertake as His disciples, and 
one of the reasons why He instituted the Lord’s Supper was to give us a weekly opportunity to evaluate our discipleship.  
Let’s think about what He did, for us and for everyone, and to what extent His selflessness also appears in us. 
 
Points of Emphasis 
 If all of us give ourselves to the goal of becoming more like Jesus, it won’t only have beneficial effects 
individually.  It will benefit the church as a whole.  However, as we move forward in our work as a congregation, there are 
several points of emphasis that we should remember as we seek to emulate our Master. 
 First, we need to BANISH EVIL SUSPICIONS from our minds.  Paul warns against these evil suspicions, 
among other things, in 1 Timothy 6:4.  Over the past six years, I would say that I’ve gotten to know the members of this 
congregation pretty well.  As far as I can tell, every Christian here loves the Lord and honestly wants to serve Him.  This 
being the case, I find myself astonished by some of the things that some brethren here will say about other brethren here.  
They’ll say things like, “Sister Bertha doesn’t like me.  I know she doesn’t like me because she never talks to me, and when 
she does talk to me, I can tell it’s because she thinks she has to.”  Brethren, there is hardly ever any substance to these evil 
suspicions, but they do become self-fulfilling prophecies.  If we’re suspicious of Sister Bertha, we’re going to sift through 
every word she says for imagined insults, find what we’re looking for (because we can always find provocation if we want 
to find it), start treating her in the way that we think she treats us, and pretty soon, Sister Bertha won’t like us.  Then we 
can say triumphantly, “See?  I knew it all along!”, even though we created the problem ourselves.  This ungodly attitude  
can poison whole churches and lead to people leaving the Lord entirely.  We must do everything we can to reject it. 
 Instead, we must BELIEVE AND HOPE.  Paul emphasizes this in 1 Corinthians 13:7.  Love doesn’t believe 
the worst about a brother.  Love believes the best.  Love isn’t convinced that a brother is going to give himself over more 
fully each day to Satan.  Love hopes to see that brother become more like Christ.  Interestingly enough, belief and hope 
are also self-fulfilling prophecies.  Let’s say that I don’t think my relationship with Brother Fred is very good right now, 
but I believe that Fred has a good heart and wants to do what is right.  If I believe that about Fred, then the problems 
between us are soluble, because I can reach out to him in love, and the two of us together can work on becoming closer as 
brothers.  Of course, this does not always lead to a happy ending.  It is possible that Fred really is a jerk.  However, that’s 
usually not the case, at least not in brethren, and love tells us that we need to give our brother the benefit of the doubt. 
 As part of this, we must BE CONSIDERATE of one another.  Paul raises this point in Romans 15:2-3.  This is 
part of the big discussion in Romans 14 about eating meat sacrificed to idols.  These same principles apply to our dealings 
today with brethren with whom we disagree.  We need to give them the benefit of the doubt, respect the sincerity of their 
beliefs even though we don’t share them, and work toward unity rather than division.   

This doesn’t mean that we should be silent about controversial topics.  That’s a mistake.  Silence is a breeding 
ground for evil suspicions.  However, it does mean that when we broach the topic, it should be humbly, seeking a better 
understanding of the subject in God’s word, rather than proudly, based on our conviction that we are right.  Here’s a 
litmus test for which is which.  When we’ve got our Bibles open, and we’re saying, “Here’s what the Lord says about this”, 
that’s humility.  When we’ve got our Bibles closed, and we’re saying, “I think”, that’s pride.  When we’re taking potshots 
at brethren on Facebook, that’s pride.  When we’re talking at our brother rather than to our brother, that’s pride.  It’s 
being disrespectful and inconsiderate.  Instead, let’s leave those sore spots alone, for the greater good of the church. 

All of this might make it sound like I’m pessimistic about the future of this congregation, but that’s hardly the 
case.  Instead, I believe that as long as we get beyond the petty skirmishing, these next twelve months will be extremely 
successful.  There are a lot of good things happening under the surface, but we need brethren to STEP UP to take 
advantage of these opportunities.  This doesn’t mean that we have to do more than we’re capable of doing.  It does mean, 
though, that each of us must do our part.  Consider Paul’s vision for the church in Ephesians 4:16.  The church is most 
effective when all of its members are working together, and all of us have something that we can do.  The congregation 
always needs Bible-class teachers and men willing to serve in the worship.  We should all be helping with that in some 



way.  There are a hundred and one ways we can serve outside the assembly, and we should all be looking for ways to do 
that.  There’s an old fable that says that we only use 10 percent of our brains, and that we can do amazing things if we 
unlock the other 90 percent.  That is actually not true.  However, friends, I do believe that this congregation isn’t 
operating at anywhere near full capacity.  If each one of us does our share, we will see amazing things happen. 

Most importantly, each one of us needs to make an effort to TEACH THE LOST.  We see early Christians 
doing this in Acts 8:4.  Sometimes, I fear that Christians have become immune to the good news.  We’re so used to the 
gospel that we don’t think any more about how wonderful it is.  And yet, when I study with outsiders, I meet people who 
are astonished by the idea that they can find God’s truth in the Bible for themselves, and through that truth, draw near to 
Him.  I suspect that when we don’t find people with that heart, it’s because we aren’t looking.   

Consider, for instance, what our brother Dennis has been up to recently.  For those of you who don’t know him, 
Dennis is one of our shut-ins.  He is legally blind, can barely walk, and is in nearly constant pain.  Despite his ailments, 
Dennis is one of the most effective personal workers in the entire congregation.  When an insurance salesman came by his 
house, Dennis spent an hour talking with him about the Bible, and now Dennis, Randy, and I study regularly with him on 
Thursday nights.  When Dennis went to his high-school reunion, he found a classmate who wanted to study the Bible, 
and now I’m studying with him on Friday afternoons.  Dennis also waits out in front of his house every week on trash day 
so that he can talk Scripture with the garbage man.  I suspect it won’t be too long before I’m studying with the garbage 
man too—all this from a man who can’t even drive.  Dennis doesn’t have many opportunities in his life, but he takes 
advantage of the ones he does have.  Do we take advantage of ours?  

 


